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Abstract. Authenticating a user the correct way is paramount to IT systems,
where the risk is growing more and more in number and complexity. This is
specially important in mobile phones, where a number of applications require
continuous device authentication following the Point-of-Entry user authentica-
tion. Existing common approach in systems that require strict security rules and
regulations is to use a One-Time-Password (OTP). Usually the OTP is generated
using a special hardware device or another application that is synchronised with
the back-end system. Another approach is to use SMS based activation/approval
codes such as used by Telegram, Facebook, Twitter and other social media plat-
forms. However, this approach has three major drawbacks; (1) it requires active
user participation/interaction which could be annoying if repeated continuously,
(2) SMS messages can be accessed by service provider’s employees, and (3) it
does not consider the authenticity of the device from which the services are being
accessed. The later is particularly serious as access sessions can be hijacked by
malicious entities. In this paper, we investigate the possibility of using the user’s
address book (contacts list) to continuously authenticate the device to ensure the
services are only accessed the mobile phone that belongs to the legitimate user.
We call this authentication the Who-You-Know (WYK) scheme. For our research,
we developed three components, the WYK-Mobile-Service, WYK-API-Server and
a Mobile-Demo-Application. The WYK-API-Server exposes a set of authentica-
tion server APIs and the WYK-Mobile-Service consumes these APIs to authenti-
cate the device every time the mobile applications are launched and make a re-
quest to the API server. Finally, the Mobile-Demo-Application will extract user’s
data from the server if the device is successfully authenticated.
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1 Introduction

Authenticating a user on a mobile phone is an essential task as users store sensitive per-
sonal information (such as photos, text messages and call history data), financial details
(like banking application and their associated data) and other essential applications’
data. Smart phones implement two separate authentication mechanisms. These are the
native device and application authentication mechanisms. The native device authenti-
cation, is part of the device’s operating system/platform. The aim is to verify the user’s
identity before accessing any software or hardware features of the mobile device. On
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the other hand, application authentication aims to verify users before they are allowed
to access the applications features.

Different devices and applications employ different authentication mechanisms de-
pending on their security requirements. Some of the common native device authentica-
tion approaches in mobile phones are Personal Identification Number (PIN), passwords,
graphical patterns and biometrics data (such as fingerprint and facial). These native au-
thentication approaches are often used when users launch the device and they require
the user’s active participation. However, the main problem with PIN and password ap-
proaches is that users usually choose a simple combination that can be easily guessed
by imposters to gain access into the user’s device [1]. On the other hand, graphical pat-
terns leave traces of oily residues on the screen that can easily be repeated to unlock
the target device [2]. The use of biometrics is considered as the most secured among
these authentication mechanisms [3]. However, according to [4], biometrics are hard
to keep secret, stolen biometrics pose lifelong security risks to users as they cannot be
reset and re-issued. Furthermore, transactions authenticated by biometrics across dif-
ferent systems are linkable and traceable back to the individual identity (in other words
they don’t preserve the user’s privacy). These device authentication mechanisms, have
three Major challenges. Firstly, device activity is permitted on an all-or-nothing basis,
depending on whether the user successfully authenticates at the beginning of a session.
This ignores the fact that tasks performed on a mobile device have a range of sensi-
tivities, depending on the nature of the data and services accessed. Secondly, users are
forced to re-authenticate frequently due to the bursty nature that characterizes mobile
device use. Owners react to this by disabling the mechanism, or by choosing a weak
“secret”. Thirdly, none of these mechanisms authenticate the device from which the
services are being accessed.

In addition to the devices’ native authentication, mobile applications use the popular
username-password combination to authenticate their users. However, the use of bio-
metrics is also recently getting a lot of acceptance. The common challenge of mobile
application authentication is the user’s identity is only verified only one time during
the application setup process. To compensate for this most security critical applications
perform a one-time-password for consecutive interactions with the application features
[5]. However, still the user is not continuously authenticated during these transactions
and offer little towards transparent user authentication [6]. As a solution a number of
continues authentication mechanisms are proposed over the years [7,8,9]. The common
factor among these mechanisms is that they aim to track the user’s usage patterns and
then use it to continuously verify the identity of the user throughout the application
session. However, their usability is often glossed over. Usability along with security
is another important factor that plays a pivotal role in evaluating user authentication
schemes. This leads to an important question, how to trade-off between security and
usability? [10]. The usability of an authentication mechanisms is one of the dominant
attributes that influence users’ acceptance of a particular authentication scheme [11].
Even though, continuous authentication sounds secure and attractive, it has not been
practically implemented due to usability factor.

In this paper, we investigate a novel mobile device authentication mechanism based
on the uniqueness of an address book. An address book is ubiquitous among all mobile
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devices and considered be unique to each person. In addition to that, an address book
is dynamic, which is an important characteristic for authentication mechanisms. In our
work we investigate the possibility of using this entity (an address book) to successfully
and continuously authenticate the mobile device from which services are accessed. This
mechanism can be used, in conjunction with the existing authentication mechanisms,
to address the above mentioned challenges. Furthermore, it can also be used to bind
services to devices.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides an explanation of
the different ways and mechanisms of authentication an entity (a user or a device). This
is followed by section 3, which presents a survey of published authentication mecha-
nisms particularly for mobile device platforms. Section 4 provides a detailed discussion
of the proposed WYK authentication mechanism. This includes a detailed discussion of
the proposed protocols, such as the Initialization, Update and Authenticate protocols .
Section 5, gives a full analysis and implementation of the proposed WYK authentication
mechanism. Analysis details include how often address books changes and a proof-of-
concept implementation of it. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and offers future
recommendations.

2 Authentication on Mobile Devices

Entity (user or device) authentication is performed in different ways by different sys-
tems. All of them, however, have to have an identification and verification information.
In this section, we discussed the nature of these information and the different, yet com-
monly deployed, authentication mechanisms on mobile devices.

2.1 Ways to Authenticate a User

Ways a computer system authenticates a user are broadly categorized into three cate-
gories [12], these are the ”what-you-know”, ”what-you-have” and ”what-you-are”.

1. What-you-know: The ”What-you-know” is a category of authentication mecha-
nisms that uses a secrete knowledge (an information that a legit user only knows)
to verify the identity of the claimant. The most widely used ”what-you-know” au-
thentication mechanism is the use of PINs, passwords or graphical patterns. For
such mechanisms to work, the users sets up the secrete knowledge prior to using
the authentication mechanism, which is commonly known as the enrollment pro-
cess. Two of the most common challenges of such a mechanism are (1) the selected
secrete knowledge must be easily rememberable, and (2) it must be difficult for
others to easily guess it.

2. What-you-have: The ”what-you-have” category refers to authentication mecha-
nisms that use physical devices that the legitimate user possesses. Such mecha-
nisms use smart cards, special hardware tokens or even mobile phones to verify the
identity of the user. Usually, these devices store a unique identification/verification
information that is then presented to the verifier by bringing them into contact or
simply into proximity with it.
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3. What-you-are: The mechanisms that fall into the last and third category, ”what-
you-are”, relies on the measurement of the users physiological characteristics, such
as fingerprint, facial and other biometric features. On smartphones, physiological
traits, like facial features and fingerprints, can be collected using the built-in hard-
ware, i.e. camera and finger scanners. However, other forms of biometric data , such
as iris or retina require special hardware modules. Similarly, behavioral biometric
data, such as gait, swipe, touch, and voice can be profiled unobtrusively, by collect-
ing user data using various built-in mobile phone sensors (such as accelerometer,
gyroscope, magnetometer, proximity sensor, touch screens, and microphone) [13].

2.2 Authentication Mechanisms

Researchers and solution providers have been investigating on how to use and/or com-
bine the different ways of authentication (discussed in Section 2.1) in order to design
and develop different authentication solutions for different application scenarios. Some
of the most common authentication mechanisms are:-

1. One-Shot Authentication: One-shot authentication is a type of authentication mech-
anism in which users’ credentials are verified only at the beginning of the session
[14]. This is a simple process where the user claims an identity and provide his or
her credentials, and the identity claimed is only accepted, by the verifying system,
upon successful verification of the provided credentials. On smartphone, such cre-
dentials can be a secret knowledge (like PINs, passwords, graphical patterns, etc) or
biometric data (fingerprints, facial, voice, etc). Under such mechanism the session
remains valid until the user or the system closes it.

2. Repeated Authentication: Periodic authentication is simply the variant of “one-
shot authentication” in which idle timeout duration is set, for closing the session,
automatically [14,7,15]. If a user remains inactive for more than the idle timeout
duration, the device locks itself. Once the session closed, new session is created by
re-authenticating the user again.

3. Continuous Authentication: As the name implies, continuous authentication mech-
anisms are developed to authenticate a legitimate owner throughout the entire ses-
sion. Unlike the one-shot or repeated authentication continuous authentication mech-
anisms, continue to verify the identity of the user after a successful point-of-entry
authentication until the session ends. If any anomaly is detected by the device, the
session will be stopped and all existing granted access will be terminated, immedi-
ately, and the device requests for an explicit re-authentication [7,8,9].

4. Transparent Authentication: Transparent authentication is a concept that stresses
more on the procedure of collecting and analysing user authentication identifiers
[16]. Specifically, if the system performs authentication steps in the background,
without requiring explicit user cooperation [16,17]. This concept is also called im-
plicit or unobtrusive authentication systems.

5. Multifactor Authentication: Multifactor authentication utilizes the concept of com-
bining 2 or more authentication ways, that is, e-mail verification, OTP via SMS,
phone call to the predefined numbers, push notification to the paired device, smart
tokens, and so on, along with the usual method of authentication [18,19]. A very
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common practice is registering ones mobile number with service providers, and
whenever the corresponding user accesses that service for sensitive operation, for
example, online banking, service provider sends the one-time passcodes (OTPs) via
SMS, getting assured that a legitimate user has requested access to that service.

3 Related Work

As mentioned above, smartphone operating systems and platforms come with native
authentication mechanisms, such as the use of PINs, passwords and graphic patterns.
Even though these mechanisms provide the first line of defence in authenticating users,
they have a number of drawbacks. In addition to the drawbacks discussed above, they
are also vulnerable to shoulder surfing. To address this, Alexander De Luca et al. [20],
proposed the use of the back of the mobile device to input authentication patterns. Al-
though such approach protects the device from shoulder surfing attacks, it still inherits
the same drawbacks as the other native authentication mechanisms.

To address these inherited challenges and drawbacks a number of behavioural bio-
metrics based continuous authentication mechanisms are proposed [21,22,7]. In their
paper, Özlem Durmaz Incel et al. [21] discussed the use of behavioral biometrics to
complement the usual point-of-entry authentication. In their work, users’ behavioural
biometrics (interactions with the touch screen, such as micro-movements, pressure, fin-
ger movements, etc.) were collected using mobile phones integrated sensors (such as
accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer) and then used to continuously authenti-
cate the user. Their experiment yield a 99% true positive recognition rate (TPR) and
3.5% equal error rate (EER). Their continuous authentication method was implemented
on a live banking application and authentication data was collected from 45 users of the
bank. In another but similar work, Pin Shen Teh et al. [22] user touch screen dynamics
is used to reduce user impersonation, in case the built in 4 digit PIN was compromised,
from a 100% to merely 9.9% by applying both the 4 digit PIN authentication and touch
screen dynamics together. Similarly in [7] they have used touchscreen gesture data to
continuously authenticate mobile phone users. Even though these mechanisms open the
possibility of using behavioral biometrics as authentication information among mobile
users, the challenges are; (1) these mechanisms only target to verify the identity of the
users not the devices, and (2) their practical usability is often glossed over.

Another approach to authenticate devices that has been proposed and discussed in
the literature is the use of mobile phone together with additional sensor devices to au-
thenticate a target device. In [23], the authors proposed the use of body area network
to provide device-to-device authentication. In their work, they utilized devices worn on
the same body to collect acceleration patterns to continuously authenticate the devices.
Similarly, in [24] the authors investigate a proximity based IoT device authentication
that uses movement of near by host mobile device. These approaches, however, inherit
the same challenges as the behavioral biometrics mechanisms discussed above regard-
ing their usability. Essentially they collect and analyse similar information and will have
similar challenges.

Recently, a different approach have gained momentum in the device authentication
arena and that is the used blockchain to verify devices at real-time [25,26,27,28]. The
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basic mechanics of this approach is to store immutable device information, such as
serial numbers, in an open and yet secure digital ledger and, then use it to authenticate
the devices on demand. Although such approach is resistant to unauthorised changes
and certainly solves the usability issue of the mechanisms discussed above, it requires
prior device registration. This could lead to practical issues when users change their
devices. Another security weakness of this approach is its use of static authentication
information. This could possibly introduce a security vulnerability into the system as it
could lead to false positive results if the information used falls in the hands of malicious
actors.

4 WYK Authentication Scheme

A mobile phone’s address book (contacts list) is expected to be unique. This is mainly
because of the different contact circles (family, work, friends, foreign correspondents,
etc) in one’s address book. In this paper we investigate the possibility of using this
unique address book to authenticate mobile devices on demand. The proposed device
authentication scheme involves the following three main entities;

1. WYK-API-Server: this is an API server that implements the device authentica-
tion logic. The API server stores the device’s unique authentication information
extracted from the address book. Depending on the privacy requirement the API
server may also store other personal information and share it with the applica-
tions during and/or post authentication. The server exposes all device authentication
functions as a RESTFul APIs for the other entities to consume.

2. WYK-Service: this is a mobile service locally installed on the target mobile device.
This mobile service acts as a gateway between the API server and the target appli-
cations. Up on completion of device authentication, the WYK-Service broadcasts
the authentication result to all the applications that registered for this service.

3. Mobile Application: this entity is a mobile application that requires device authen-
tication service.

The scheme defines at three authentication phases; the (1) Initialization, (2) Update
and (3) Authentication phase. Before we dive into the details of the protocols, it is
worth mentioning all the protocol messages are tunnelled within https link to provide
confidentiality and integrity of exchanged messages.

4.1 Phase 1: Initialization

The initialization phase, the first phase, is performed when the WYK-Service is installed
on the target mobile phone. The primary purpose of this phase is to setup the mobile
device and the WYK-API-Server for future authentication tasks. During installation, the
service generates its pair of asymmetric keys (Pubm

k ,Prvm
k ). The Pubm

k is the public and
Prvm

k the private key. After the keys are generated, the target device then executes the
initialization protocol as illustrated in Figure 1.

The protocol is started by the WYK-Service sending its public key (Pubm
k ) to the

WYK-API-Server. Then the server responds by generating a random challenges (Rand)
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WYK-Service WYK-API-Server

Pubm
k

Pubs
k || Rand

SigPrvm
k
[Rand +1] || H[CL]

SigPrvs
k
[DeviceID]

Fig. 1: Initialization protocol of the WYK Service

and sending it back along the server’s public key (Pubs
k). At this point both entities

have each other’s public keys. The WYK-Service then increments the random challenge,
compute hash value of the address book, sign them and send them to the WYK-API-
Server. Up on successful verification of the signature, the server generates a unique
identity, signs it and forwards it to the service. The protocol is then concluded by the
service by verifying the signature and initializing the WYK-Service with the received
unique ID.

4.2 Phase 2: Update

One of the challenges of using the device’s address book is its dynamic nature. User’s
address book changes often and when it does the WYK-Service and the WYK-API-Server
need to keep track of the changes. The update phase is a synchronization process be-
tween the service and the API server.

WYK-Service WYK-API-Server

DeviceID||SigPrvm
k
[H[CL′] || H[CL]]

U pdateResponse

Fig. 2: WYK scheme update protocol

As illustrated in Figure 2, whenever the address book data is changed, the service
computes new address book hash value, signs it and sends it to the server along with the
unique device id (established during the initialization phase), and the old hash value.
The server then verifies the signature and compares the old hash value received and
the hash value in its database. If the old hash value comparison checks out the servers
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updates it with the new hash value, otherwise rejects the update request. Finally, notifies
the service about the update phase result.

4.3 Phase 3: Authentication

This phase is the device authentication phase. At this stage, the WYK-Service and WYK-
API-Server have their public key pair, each other’s public key, unique device identity in-
formation (DeviceID) and hash value computed over the device’s address book (H(CL)).
As illustrated in Figure 3, the authentication phase is triggered by mobile application
requesting to authenticate the device.

Mobile Application WYK-Service WYK-Server

AuthRequest

UserID||SigPrvm
k
[H[CL]]

AuthResponse

AuthResponse

Fig. 3: WYK scheme authentication protocol

Up on reception of the request, the service forwards the device ID and signed ad-
dress book hash value to the server. The server verifies the signature and the received
hash value. If it is valid logs the request and responds with authentication response
(AuthResponse). The WYK-Service then concludes the authentication process by relaying
the authentication response to the requesting mobile application.

5 Implementation and Analysis

In our work we have worked on two different types of implementation of the proposed
WYK scheme. Firstly, we have implemented it on Android platform which has three
separate entities of the scheme. Secondly, Analysis of the proposed scheme is presented
against criteria to evaluate the scheme’s suitability for authentication purposes.

5.1 Proof of Concept Implementation

The proof-of-concept implementation has three separate entities and these are; WYK-
API-Server, WYK-Service and a Mobile-Application. The WYK-API-Server is a back-
end component of the system that has a simple database (mySQL [29]) and an appli-
cation server that exposed four API end-points. The database stores authentication data
such as address book hash value, unique identity number, hash update time and device
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authentication time. On the other hand, the application server implements the proposed
scheme’s protocols and exposes them as restful APIs. The APIs are:

– /wyk/api/v1/user/initialize: is called only once at the beginning of the scheme. It
generates unique identity for the device and populates the database with the initial
address book hash value.

– /wyk/api/v1/user/update: this API is called when ever the address book is modified.
Accordingly it updates the relevant database fields with the freshly computed hash
value.

– /wyk/api/v1/user/authenticate: this end-point is called when ever device authenti-
cation is required. It performs the authentication as defined in the protocol and
responds with positive or negative authentication result.

– /wyk/api/v1/user/info: finally, this end-point, returns the update and authentication
request log when invoked. This API can only be invoked after successful devices
authentication and only returns data belonging to a particular device. The aim of
this API is to simulate how application may use the proposed scheme.

The WYK-API-Server is implemented using Golang [30] and screenshot of the ap-
plication running is presented in Figure 4.

Fig. 4: WYK API Server.

The WYK-Service is a mobile application that consumes the APIs exposed by the
WYK-API-Server. This entity is basically a background mobile service implementation
that provides a link between the mobile device and the back-end server. It also provides
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a service intent link to applications on the target device. For instance, when an appli-
cation is launched, it sends device authentication intent to the service and the service
invokes the authenticate end-point with the required data, and broadcasts back the re-
sult. It also implements a content observer class to keep track of changes to the address
book data set. Whenever change is detected the service update the back-end server by
calling the update end-point. Similarly, when the service is installed and started for the
first time it initializes the back-end server as described earlier. Screenshot of the service
is presented in Figure 6.

Fig. 5: WYK Service.

The last entity in our proof-of-concept implementation is the Mobile Application.
The mobile application was designed to demonstrate how the device authentication
scheme can be used. When the application is launched, it first requests device authen-
tication and waits for the result. The result is received via a broadcast receiver. Up on
a successful authentication result, the application then proceeds to the next screen and
fetch log data (hash value update and authentication request time) that belongs only to
the target device. Again screenshot of our mobile application is shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6: A mobile application that consumes the device authentication service.

5.2 CasperFDR: Formal Verification

Another implementation is the casper-fdr implementation of the proposed protocols.
Casper is a program that will take a description of a security protocol in a simple, ab-
stract language, and produce a CSP description of the same protocol [31,32]. The CSP
description is then fed into the FDR [33] for security analysis. FDR is used to either find
attacks on protocols, or to show that no such attack exists, subject to the assumptions
of the Dolev-Yao Model [34] (i.e. that the intruder may overhear or intercept messages,
decrypt and encrypt messages with keys that he knows, and fake messages, but not
perform any cryptographic attacks on the underlying protocols).

** casper implemetation of the protocols and the CSP analysis using the FDR plat-
form will be update here. Currently working on the platform setup – will take couple of
days.

5.3 Analysis

Any authentication scheme have an identification and verification information. The only
requirement for an identification information is to be unique within the realm of the
authentication system. Example of an identification information is email address, user
name, etc. However, the verification information must satisfy a number of criteria to be
considered as a viable solution. Our proposed WYK authentication scheme is evaluated
against the following criteria.
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1. Universality: Universality refers to a basic question of ”how many of the target de-
vices have the required authentication data/information?”. The WYK scheme uses
mobile phone address book as its verification information which is present in 100%
of smartphones regardless of the type and model of the device.

2. Stability: Stability refers to whether the authentication information is static or
changes over time. Some of the most popular authentication information, like PIN,
passwords and cryptographic keys, are static. This however, can be a vulnerability if
the authentication information is easy to guess or falls into the wrong hands. Thus,
the need to change them regularly or introduce a challenge-and-response into the
authentication schemes that use them to introduce dynamism. An address book is a
dynamic data set that has two parts; (1) the raw contacts data (like name, number,
etc) and, (2) generated data (such as last time it was changed, last time a particular
contact was contacted, how many times, etc). This makes it a dynamic data set that
changes multiple times a day. Sometimes, during our test, a given address book
changed up to 40 times a day, which meant new authentication information was
computed 40 times during that day.

3. Collectability: Another critical question that needs answering when evaluating an
authentication mechanism is ”how easy is the information to collect?”. This hugely
affects the usability of the mechanism. Sometimes an information can fulfill all
the requirements but proves impractical if it can’t be collected and processed by the
target devices. The WYK scheme only requires a read access to the device’s address
book and processing it is quite trivial as it only means executing a cryptographic
hash algorithm.

4. Performance: Does the information have achievable authentication accuracy, speed
and memory requirements? Although such metrics can vary from device to device
based on their computational capacity, WYK scheme takes less than 5 seconds to
compute the hash (on Samsung Galaxy S20 with an address book with 800+ en-
tries). Verifying the hash is typically done in milliseconds.

5. Acceptability: Acceptability is another critical evaluation point that determines the
success of any authentication scheme. Anything that requires access to contacts list
can create unease among users. However, the proposed scheme only computes a
hash value over them. The fact that hash values are irreversible should comfort
users that there won’t be any privacy issues for using our scheme.

6. Forgery Resistance: Last but not least is the question of ”how easy is it to replicate
the required authentication information and fool the system?”. The WYK scheme
uses the address book in its entirety to extract the authentication hash value. Thus,
it would take someone to replicate the entire address book of a target. However,
since it is dynamic and changes depending on the calling and/or SMS patterns of
the user, an adversary must replicate the state of a given address book at particular
time to successfully fool the system.

6 Conclusion

This paper has explored a novel approach of using mobile address book, which is ubiq-
uitous among mobile phone devices, as a dynamic authentication information to provide
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device authentication service. Our proposed scheme have three protocols to manage the
device authentication life-cycle. In our work we have implemented the proposed au-
thentication scheme on Android platform to provide a working principle of the scheme.
Finally, we have provided analysis of the scheme against a number of authentication
mechanism evaluation points.
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